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Biographical information

The families included in this collection resided in Lauderdale County, Alabama, during the mid to late 19th century, and are as follows: John P. and Mary E. Lansford, farmers; Joseph and Margaret Milner, English druggists who established a local pharmacy in Florence, Alabama, in 1854; Thomas Jefferson “T. J.” and Viola “Olia” Robertson; Carroll and Caroline “Callie” Sharp, farmers; and Joseph and Emma Wesson, farmers.

Scope and contents

This collection consists of papers recording receipts and land transfers in Lauderdale County, Alabama, concerning the families of Lansford, Milner, Robertson, Sharp, and Wesson during the mid to late 19th century.

Subject terms

Alabama--Lauderdale County
Business--History--19th century.
Deeds--Alabama.
Land transfer

Inventory

Box 1
Folder 1  Documents:
receipts, Lauderdale County, Alabama; concerning Carroll Sharp, 1867-1881 (3).
land transfers, Lauderdale County, Alabama; concerning the Wesson and Sharp families, 1882-1885 (2).

Folder 2  Documents:
land transfers, Lauderdale County, Alabama; concerning the Milner, Lansford, and Sharp families, 1867-1873 (5).

Folder 3  Documents:
land transfers, Lauderdale County, Alabama; concerning the Sharp and Robertson families, 1892 October 24 – 1893 December 31 (4).